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Welcome to the 13th Annual
Greenfield Summer Institute!
The faculty and staff of the Center for Jewish Studies are
delighted that you have chosen to join us for this week of
learning, noshing, and fun. A few things to keep in mind
this week:
• All lectures take place in the Plenary Room, 1310
Grainger Hall.
• A light breakfast (bagels, fruit, coffee) will be available
from 8:15 a.m., Monday through Thursday, in the
Atrium of Grainger Hall.
• Food and drink are not allowed in the lecture hall. We
ask that you finish all refreshments in the Atrium before
entering the hall.
• Unfortunately, we are unable to control the temperature
of the lecture hall. You may wish to bring a sweater.
• Guests staying at the DoubleTree Hotel can take
advantage of a free shuttle service from the hotel to
Grainger Hall. Inquire at the DoubleTree’s front desk for
more information.
• Please check the label on the front of your folder to
make sure that your contact infromation is correct. If
you have corrections, write them on the half-sheet of
paper in your folder and turn it in at the registration
table. We will hand out contact sheets later in the
week, and we depend on you to check whether your
information is correct so that you can keep in touch with
other participants!
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• Recycling bins are located in the back of the lecture hall,
should you wish to recycle any paper materials.
• Please be sure to fill out an evaluation form and return it
to the registration table at the end of the Institute.
• More information about Madison restaurants and
attractions can be found at: http://visitmadison.com/
and http://visitdowntownmadison.com/
• You may access the WiFi Internet in Grainger Hall by
first directing your wireless client to associate with the
wireless access point, and then opening your browser.
A login screen will appear, and then you may enter
NetID: tmp-uwbus and Password: yQ3bC#tE. Note
that the password is case-sensitive; type it exactly as
it appears. Please keep in mind that your Internet use
must conform to UW appropriate-usage policies listed at
http://www.cio.wisc.edu/policies/appropriateuse.aspx.
• Be advised that Memorial Union (where Wednesday’s
Yid Vicious concert will be held) is under construction;
parking is limited.
• If you brought a smart phone, iPad, or other mobile
device, you may wish to download the MobileUW
app, which includes a campus map with real-time bus
information. The MobileUW app is available at:
http://mobile.wisc.edu/.
Please feel free to talk with any of our administrative
staff at the registration table if you have any questions or
concerns. We hope you enjoy your time at the Greenfield
Summer Institute!
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PROGRAM
Sunday, July 8
Welcome
5:00 p.m.
			

Check in and pick up information packets
Fluno Center (601 University Avenue)

6:00 p.m.

Opening Dinner, Fluno Center

Monday, July 9
Introduction to Memory and Ancient Manifestations
of Memory
9:00 a.m.
			

“Memory and the Brain”
Bradley R. Postle, University of Wisconsin–Madison

10:30 a.m. Break
10:45 a.m. “Nostalgia and Hope: David in the Latter Prophets”
			
Ronald L. Troxel, University of Wisconsin–Madison
Noon		

Lunch (on your own)

1:30 p.m.
			

“Biblical Memory in Modern Israel”
Rachel Havrelock, University of Illinois at Chicago

3:00 p.m.

Break

3:30 p.m.

Film: Ladies’ Tailor (92 min.)
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PROGRAM
Tuesday, July 10
Memory and Modern Israel
9:00 a.m. “Why a Ladies’ Tailor?”
			
Judith Deutsch Kornblatt, University of Wisconsin–		
			Madison
10:30 a.m. Break
10:45 a.m. “Mizrahi Identity in Israel: Memory, Nostalgia,
			
Invented Identity”
			
Philip Hollander, University of Wisconsin–Madison
Noon		

Lunch (on your own)

1:30 p.m.
			

“Growing Up with Israel”
Gilead Morahg, University of Wisconsin–Madison

3:00 p.m.

Break

3:30 p.m.
			

Film: Four Seasons Lodge (97 min.)
Q&A with Kelly Sheehan, Executive Producer
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PROGRAM
Wednesday, July 11
American Jews, Memory, and Nostalgia
9:00 a.m. “The Old Neighborhood, Upward Mobility, and
			
American Judaism”
			
Jonathan Pollack, Madison Area Technical College,
			University of Wisconsin–Madison
10:30 a.m. Break
10:45 a.m.
			
			
			

Panel: “Growing Up in Jewish Brooklyn”
Ave Butensky (moderator), Mort Anholz, Roy S.
Dombro, Harriet Rosenberg, Hon. Gerard H.
Rosenberg

Noon		

Lunch (on your own)

1:30 p.m.
			
			

“The Good Old Days of Poverty”
Suzanne Wasserman, Gotham Center for New York
City History/CUNY Graduate Center

4:00 p.m. Yid Vicious concert
			Memorial Union Terrace
5:30 p.m.
			

Dinner (no charge)
UW Hillel (611 Langdon Street)
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PROGRAM
Thursday, July 12
Holocaust Memory in the United States
9:00 a.m.
			
			

“Memory and Holocaust Education”
Aleisa Fishman, United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum

10:30 a.m. Break
10:45 a.m. Closing Roundtable Discussion
			
Simone Schweber and Michael Bernard-Donals,
			University of Wisconsin–Madison
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ABSTRACTS
Bradley R. Postle, UW–Madison
Memory and the Brain
Monday, July 9, 9:00 a.m.
How does memory work? Why is it that there are some
events from my youth that I can remember vividly, and
others about which I have absolutely no recollection? And
how “trustworthy” are those “old memories?” These and
related questions will be considered.

Brad Postle received his BA in Government from Cornell University in 1987, then
traveled the country for a year, then worked at a Manhattan public relations agency
for three years before focusing on a career in cognitive neuroscience. After a brief
stint studying the etiology of myopia in chickens at a neurobiology lab at City College
of the City University of New York, Postle began studying human memory under the
mentorship of Dr. Suzanne Corkin at MIT. Among the highlights of his graduate training
was the opportunity to study the renowned amnesic patient H.M. Upon receiving his
Ph.D. in Systems Neuroscience in 1997, Postle did a three-year postdoctoral fellowship
in the laboratory of Dr. Mark D’Esposito at the University of Pennsylvania. In 2000,
Postle took a faculty job of the University of Wisconsin–Madison, where he was promoted
to associate professor in 2007, and full professor in 2011. His laboratory studies human
short-term (a.k.a. “working”) memory and attention using the methods of behavior,
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), electroencephalography (EEG), and
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). He is the author of 60 peer-reviewed articles,
numerous chapters, and reviews, and is currently at work on a textbook in cognitive
neuroscience. He currently serves as Associate Editor of the Journal of Cognitive
Neuroscience, and is a charter member of the National Institute of Health’s Cognition
and Perception study section for the peer review of extramural research funding. His
innovation as a teacher has been recognized by a “Impact ENGAGE” award from the
university’s Division of Information Technology.
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ABSTRACTS
Ronald L. Troxel, UW–Madison
Nostalgia and Hope: David in the Latter
Prophets
Monday, July 9, 10:45 a.m.
Among the Latter Prophets, David is cited as Israel’s highwater mark, as a template for hopes of a future ruler, and,
somewhat surprisingly, as a figure who is best kept in the
past. This varied use of David discloses an ambivalence that
illuminates different ways nostalgia and memory function.

Ronald Troxel is Associate Professor, chair, and director of graduate studies in the
Department of Hebrew and Semitic Studies. His primary area of research is the corpus
of the latter prophets in the Bible, as evidenced by his recently published Prophetic
Literature: From Oracles to Books (Wiley-Blackwell, 2012). He is currently developing a
monograph on the book of Joel.
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ABSTRACTS
Rachel Havrelock, University of Illinois at
Chicago
Biblical Memory in Modern Israel
Monday, July 9, 1:30 p.m.
Israeli national-secular culture depended upon biblical
precedent as it designed its collective identity, its calendar,
and its system of education. The Bible and its material
remains were central concerns of Israeli leaders like David
Ben-Gurion and Moshe Dayan. However, as Israeli collective
identity has begun to fragment, multiple competing
interpretations of the Bible have come to the fore. In this
session, we will consider what sorts of biblical memories have
been revived in Israel.

David Ben-Gurion touring the Temple Mount.

Rachel Havrelock is a native Detroiter who moved to northern California in order to
pursue degrees in Literature and Jewish Studies. She holds a B.A. from the University
of California, Santa Cruz and a Ph.D. from U.C. Berkeley’s Joint Doctoral Program in
Jewish Studies. Currently Associate Professor of Jewish Studies and English at the
University of Illinois at Chicago, Havrelock specializes in the Hebrew Bible and the
history of its interpretation. Her new book from the University of Chicago Press, River
Jordan: The Mythology of a Dividing Line, argues for five coexistent national myths in
the Hebrew Bible and examines which of these myths have had political currency and
which have been repressed. In a prior co-authored book, Women on the Biblical Road
(University Press of America, 1996), Havrelock introduced the idea of the female hero’s
journey based on evidence from the Hebrew Bible. She elaborated upon this thesis in
her contributions to The Torah: A Women’s Commentary (Edited by Andrea Weiss and
Tamara Cohn Eskenazi, Union of Reform Judaism Press, 2008) as well as in academic
articles. Havrelock is the writer and director of the hip-hop play From Tel Aviv to
Ramallah about the daily lives of young people in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. She cohosted Who Was Jesus, the Discovery Channel’s series on the historical Jesus. In 2013,
Havrelock will reside at Cambridge University on a fellowship, then continue to Israel in
order to conduct research for a new project about oil and water pipelines that connect
Israel and the Arab world.

Additional reading for Professor Havrelock’s talk can be downloaded as .pdf documents at:
http://jewishstudies.wisc.edu/greenfield/readings. The article by Yael Zerubavel on the following two
pages has been reprinted from AJS Perspectives, Spring 2011.
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A Secular Return to the Bible? Reflections on Israeli
Society, National Memory, and the Politics of the Past
Yael Zerubavel

T

he significance of the Hebrew Bible for
the Zionist Yishuv and for Israeli society
in its early post-independence years is
well known. Hebrew, the language of the Bible,
emerged as the national tongue, and biblical
themes and images inspired poetry and
fiction, songs, plays, and visual arts. Schools
emphasized the attachment to the Bible
as a means of bolstering students’ Hebrew
identity and their bond with the land. For
the largely secular, Zionist immigrants that
established the foundations of the national
Hebrew culture, the significance of the Bible
was defined primarily in national terms as
the cherished repository of Jews’ historical
roots and ancient heritage. During the 1950s
and 1960s, the grassroots appeal of archaeology and the Bible was among the salient
features of Israeli national culture, promoted
by leading public figures and reinforced
by the state’s iconic and symbolic forms.
Since the 1970s, however, the special
status of the Bible has weakened considerably in Israeli culture. Biblical scholars Uriel
Simon and Yair Zakovitch and historian Anita
Shapira addressed this phenomenon, pointing
out that the once-sacred book that served as a
unifying symbolic text has become politicized,
marginalized, less familiar to secular Israelis,
and progressively less accessible to the youth.
The changing status of the Bible may be in
part an expression of a post-nationalist phase
of a society that is more strongly rooted in its
land and no longer feels the urgent need to
rely on the ancient past to forge its national
identity and culture. Yet the decline of the
Bible is to a large extent linked to its politicization in conflicts that continue to divide Israeli
society and that impact Israelis’ perceptions
not only of the present and the future but also
of the past.
In the post-1967 era, the Bible and the
biblical Land of Israel (Eretz Yisrael) have been
central to the Jewish settlers’ expansionist
agenda beyond the 1967 borders and often
appear in the Israeli Right’s political discourse.
The renaming of the West Bank with the biblical terms “Judea” and “Samaria” and the pervasive references to biblical sites and the biblical
forefathers attest to the centrality of the Bible
for the Jewish settlers in this area as well as to
its mobilization in support of political ends.
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An advertisement for “Songs of the Bible” in a
music store at Ben Gurion International Airport,
Tel Aviv, August 2009. Photo by the author.

Conversely, for those who see the Jewish
settlements as a major obstacle for the peace
agenda, the association of the Bible with these
highly controversial positions, which they
reject, has undermined their own identification with it.
In addition, the growing political power
of Orthodox and ultra-Orthodox (haredi) Jews
since the 1980s has intensified the struggles
over the role of religion in Israeli life, the tensions between civic and religious law, and the
Orthodox entitlement to the interpretation of
Jewish law. The politics of religion has thus
contributed to the perception of the Bible as a
religious text that is identified with Orthodox
and haredi life and is therefore less relevant
to secular Israelis. These deep divisions have
inevitably diminished the status of the Bible as
a unifying national text.
During the last few years, I have been
working on a book that examines the changing cultural representations of the Bible in
contemporary Israeli culture. In pursuing this
topic, I have become intrigued by the recent
surge in various cultural forms relating to

the Bible and the growing realization that we
may be facing a new cultural shift indicating a
secular return to the Bible. The revived interest suggests that although the status of the
Bible has changed, it may have not lost its cultural capital. This interest may occur despite
the current political divisions and, in part, as
a reaction to them. Yet it appears that this cultural process is neither linear nor uniform.
The recent surge of works and activities
related to the Bible is evident most clearly
at the level of popular culture, but resonates
beyond it. Literary and cultural critics may
dismiss the popular expressions as “Bible-lite”
and see them as a passing cultural fad, yet
their growing visibility suggests that this is an
important topic of inquiry.
Meir Shalev’s Bible Now, published in
1985, has been credited as an early sign of the
new wave of popular reinterpretations of the
Bible. Shalev presents his own musings about
select biblical narratives that he reinterprets
from a contemporary, secular perspective as
he points out analogies (or contrasts) with
Israeli society today. Bible Now thus presents
a double critique of religious interpretations
of the Bible and of Israeli society and political
culture in the 1980s. The juxtaposition of the
original biblical texts—which Shalev assumes
his readers know—and the contemporary
text of Bible Now—with its modern, journalistic-style Hebrew and colloquial idioms,
unabashed secularist stance, direct criticism
of religious commentaries, and allusions to
present-day politics—creates a humorous
framework with evocative and provocative
satirical elements.
The proliferation and diversity of publications related to the Bible in recent years is
one of the most salient features of this new
wave. A host of books by expert scholars
present discussions about the Bible that are
directed to the general public. An even larger
number of books on the Bible are written by
the non-experts, including journalists, writers, academics outside the field of biblical
scholarship, and public intellectuals. Some of
these publications address specific books of
the Bible or biblical themes, while others focus
on the interpretation of biblical narratives
within the framework of the weekly Torah
portions. These works vary considerably in

AJS Perspectives
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their scholarly level, literary quality, and intellectual rigor. Nonetheless, some of these books
reached the bestsellers list even when faced
with critical or negative reviews. In the introduction to his book, My Heroes: Four Biblical
Journeys (2008), the 45-year old journalist and
television host Yair Lapid describes his recent
discovery of the Bible: “In the last ten years
I’ve dedicated a great deal of my free time to
the Bible. . . . I plunged into the text with great
enthusiasm and passion, tinged with a sense
of a loss. I wish I could get back all those years
I ignored it.” Lapid gives voice to secular Israelis’ desire to reclaim the Bible as part of their
living culture. Recent biblical fiction represents another, if more limited, literary trend
that has met with noticeable success, perhaps
following a global trend exemplified by the
reception of Anita Diamant’s The Red Tent
(1997). Other works pursue the satirical path,
offering subversive and irreverent versions of
biblical stories to target contemporary Israeli
issues through various genres and media. The
full-feature film entitled This is Sodom, created
by the cast of the popular satirical television
show Eretz Nehederet (Wonderful Country),
was an instant hit in Israeli theaters.
Public programs and performances on
biblical themes and commentaries on the
weekly Torah portions are sponsored by educational organizations, cultural centers, and
public institutions and are regularly broadcast in the radio and the television. These
programs, which usually host a wide variety
of speakers, are clearly directed at the nonspecialist consumer. Entertainment and educational activities are offered in archeological
parks and tourist sites as well, most notably
around holidays and during the summer vacation. These enterprises suggest various degrees
of commercialization, a trend that is more
clearly manifested in the tourist industry. The
development of biblical tourism, once associated primarily with Christian pilgrims and
Jewish tourists, is now also aimed at Israeli
visitors. Ironically, such touristic representations that wish to present a distinct Hebrew
national past are often shaped by conventions
borrowed from global heritage and religious
tourism even when they are transmitted to
native Hebrew speakers.
My study of the recent return to the Bible
suggests that this cultural shift stems from
diverse, and at times contradictory, orientations. To a certain extent this secular return
has developed out of a nostalgic yearning for
the prestate era that now appears as representing a more “authentic” Hebrew culture
and is characterized, among other things, by

the attachment to the Bible. Such nostalgic
sentiments are often used by commercial
entrepreneurs as well as political strategists.
The recent repackaging of historical and contemporary Israeli songs under the label “Songs
of the Bible” has given them a new life. The set
has been prominently displayed in the music
store Tav Shmini at the Ben Gurion airport
(see photo). The recent tourism campaign
launched by Yesha, the Council of the Jewish
settlements in Judea, Samaria, and Gaza,
acknowledged the targeting of secular Israelis’
nostalgic connection to biblical stories, with
the goal of bringing them over, physically and
metaphorically, to that region and win their
support for the settlements.
The secular return to the Bible is also
linked to a different trend that represents a
broader secular interest in Jewish tradition.
Of late, a growing sense of loss among secular
Israelis has led them to look for ways to reconnect with Jewish tradition as part of a cultural,
rather than religious, heritage. Departing from
the earlier view that saw the Bible as a sacred
national canon associated with antiquity and
regarded the Talmud as a religious text associated with Jewish life in exile, the current
trend articulates secular Israelis’ desire to get
reacquainted with both canonic texts without
such distinctions. A wide variety of secular

organizations and teaching institutions provide classes on the Bible and the Talmud that
are taught from a secularist-culturalist perspectives, even while employing traditional
religious concepts such as bet midrash, yeshiva,
or havruta.
Secular Israelis’ search for spirituality and
for their pre-Israeli roots is a critical factor in
their heightened engagement with tradition.
Their ideological positions, however, may
vary greatly between those who see it as way
to bridge cultural gaps with religious and traditional Jews, and those who maintain a more
militant secularist approach and consider
their study as a means to strengthen their
opposition to the Orthodox establishment and
its claim over the interpretation of these texts.
The renewed interest in the Bible has thus led
to the emergence of a wide variety of cultural
forms and practices that provide a fascinating
arena for the study of Israelis’ transforming
attitudes toward the past and complex understanding of their contemporary identities.
Yael Zerubavel is professor of Jewish Studies and
history at Rutgers University. She is the author
of Desert in the Promised Land: Nationalism,
Politics, and Symbolic Landscapes (University
of Chicago Press, forthcoming).

A DESCRIPTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
ART MUSIC BY ISRAELI COMPOSERS
Revised and Expanded Edition: With Listings
of nearly 6,000 Works by 103 Composers

by Alice Tischler
Now in an expanded second edition, this catalogue of
art music by Israeli composers includes all the works
of the composers listed in the out-of-print first edition
of 1988 and the full opus of forty new composers of
the younger generation. Altogether, this second edition
presents the entire output of 103 Israeli composers,
with detailed information such as the scoring, duration,
manuscript and publication data, location of the score
and parts, and availability of recordings, for almost
6,000 musical works. Two extensive indexes classify the
compositions by genre and performing forces, and list the
authors and sources of all the texts. This comprehensive
catalogue provides accurate and up-to-date information
on the world of Israeli art music for specialists and nonspecialists alike, and remains the only handbook of its kind.
Detroit Studies in Music Bibliography, No. 88 / 2011
ISBN 0-89990-155-7 / Hardcover / 503p / $55.00

www.harmonieparkpress.com
Phone: 586 979-2077

Fax: 586 979-1786

Bascom Hall photo by UW–Madison, University Communications © Board of Regents of the
University of Wisconsin System.
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FILM: LADIES’ TAILOR
Ladies’ Tailor
(Damskiy portnoy)

Monday, July 9, 3:30 pm

USSR, 1990, 92 minutes,
color
Russian with English subtitles
Directed by Leonid Gorovets

This powerful Holocaust drama takes place in Kiev, Russia on September 29, 1941. It
chronicles the last twenty-four hours in the lives of a Jewish tailor (renowned Soviet
actor Innokenty Smoktunovsky) and his family just prior to their deportation and
execution at Babi Yar.
Director Gorovets uses the simple human drama of his characters to raise complex and
terrifying questions about the fate of the Jews under Nazi and Soviet tyranny.
Note: This film is the subject of Professor Kornblatt’s talk on Tuesday morning, July 10.
Please plan to attend in preparation for the lecture.
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ABSTRACTS
Judith Deutsch Kornblatt, UW–Madison
Why a Ladies’ Tailor?
Tuesday, July 10, 9:00 a.m.

This talk will examine a late Soviet film by the now-Israeli
director Leonid Gorovets. Ladies’ Tailor (1990) takes place
literally on the eve of the Nazi roundup of Jews in Kiev that
culminated in the massacre at Babi Yar. The main character,
a ladies’ tailor by trade, forces the viewer to look back
nostalgically to the pre-Soviet Russian-Jewish past, but also
foreshadows as if in pre-memory the later Soviet/post-Soviet
emigration from Russia to Israel.
See the next two pages for Professor Kornblatt’s handout.
Judith Deutsch Kornblatt is Professor and Chair of Slavic Languages and Literature at
the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Her research is interdisciplinary, with the breadth
of her interests reflected in affiliate appointments in the Center for Jewish Studies, the
Religious Studies Program, Women and Gender Studies, and the Center for Russia, East
Europe, and Central Asia. Her publications include dozens of articles and book chapters,
as well as the following books: The Cossack Hero in Russian Literature: A Study in
Cultural Mythology (University of Wisconsin Press, 1992) explores the contradictory
depictions of the Cossack in nineteenth and twentieth-literature. Russian Religious
Thought (University of Wisconsin Press, 1996), co-edited with Richard F. Gustafson,
is a volume of essays on major Russian religious thinkers, soon to be followed by a
volume called Rethinking Russian Religious Thought, co-edited with Patrick Michelson
(in progress). Doubly Chosen: Jewish Identity, the Soviet Intelligentsia, and the Russian
Orthodox Church (University of Wisconsin Press, 2004) explores an intertwined Jewish,
Soviet, and Russian identity through interviews with Soviet Jews who were baptized
in the Orthodox Church in the late Soviet period. Finally, Divine Sophia: The Wisdom
Writings of Vladimir Solovyov (Cornell University Press, 2009) explores the many genred
(and gendered) images of Sophia in the works of the poet and philosopher Vladimir
Solovyov, and includes extensively annotated translation of relevant poetry and prose.
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LADIES' TAILOR

1990
Director: Leonid Gorovets
Based on a play by Alexander Borshegovskii
The story takes place the evening and night before a massacre of Jews in Kiev by
the Nazis, now referred to by the name of the ravine into which the murdered
bodies fell: Babi Yar. The Jews are told they will be taking a train trip somewhere;
some believe this, and others do not. The apartments vacated by the Jews were
assigned to Russian and Ukrainian families who had been displaced by German
bombs. In this case, Isaac, the father of the Jewish family, comes to spend the last
night with his daughter, daughter-in-law, granddaughter, and grandson. The
family assigned to take over their home (also without father/husband, since Soviet
men of fighting age are presumably at the front) arrives prematurely, but Isaac
invites them in nonetheless. The other characters include the neighboring Jewish
family (especially the son David, the flirtatious daughter, and the grandmother), a
brief scene with David's non-Jewish girlfriend and her family, and, most notably,
the building's (non-Jewish) janitor, Anton, and his wife, Nastia. They are childless.
Questions to consider during viewing:
1. How is Isaac depicted? Pay special attention to the lighting. Why is he so often lit from
above and behind?
2. Both Anton and Nastia play important symbolic roles in the film. How is Anton depicted?
How does he dress? How does he speak? How does he interact with others? What do you make
of the horrific story he tells of the time he was a guard at a prison camp in Siberia? In many
ways, his story is symbolic of all of Stalin's terror. What has that experience done to him? What
has the experience, symbolically, done to all of Soviet Russia?
3. Nastia is utterly unlike Anton. How is she depicted? Why does Isaac want to kiss her hand
or kneel before her early in the film, when she brings linens for the granddaughter for the
"journey."
4. Pay special attention to the ending of the film. The Jews march together toward the train
station, and Nastia joins them. In a small detail, an old woman calls out to everyone: "Take me
with you." This sentence is then transferred to a voiceover. Why?
5. After some images of the Holocaust (flames, piles of items presumably taken from murdered
Jews), we see the Jews marching uphill with modern cars in the background. Why?
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Grandmother	
  	
  
(Matriarch	
  of	
  family	
  that	
  will	
  occupy	
  apt.)	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  Mother	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  Alyosha	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Nazi	
  soldiers	
  
Valka	
  (David's	
  girlfriend),	
  her	
  father	
  (David's	
  teacher),	
  her	
  mother	
  (Katya)	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
KEY:	
  
Bold	
  =	
  male;	
  Italics	
  =	
  mentioned,	
  but	
  not	
  present;	
  	
  -‐-‐	
  -‐-‐	
  =	
  married;	
  I	
  =	
  offspring	
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ABSTRACTS
Philip Hollander, UW–Madison
Mizrahi Identity in Israel: Memory, Nostalgia,
Invented Identity
Tuesday, July 10, 10:45 a.m
In America, Jews are typically divided into two ethnic
subgroups—Ashkenazim and Sephardim. In Israel, however,
one speaks of Ashkenazim and Mizrahim. Who are the
Mizrahim? They are Jews from Arab lands, as well as Jews
from Iran, India, and other Asian locales. Following Israel’s
establishment, many of these Jews came to Israel and
brought a panoply of cultures with them. This talk will focus
on the role played by memory, nostalgia, and invented
identity in the manifestation of Mizrahi identity in Israel.
Phillip Hollander serves as an Assistant Professor of Israeli Literature and Culture in
the Department of Hebrew and Semitic Studies at UW–Madison. His current book project
From Schlemiel to Sabra: Contested Masculinity in Early Twentieth-Century Palestinian
Hebrew Culture treats the role played by masculinity in Jewish male immigrants’ efforts
to create an autonomous Jewish society in pre-state Palestine. Professor Hollander has
previously taught at Tulane University, where he served for four years as an assistant
professor of Hebrew literature and language and director of the Hebrew Language
Program, as well as at Hofstra, Princeton, and Rutgers universities, and Reconstructionist
Rabbinical College.
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ABSTRACTS
Gilead Morahg, UW–Madison
Growing Up with Israel
Tuesday, July 10, 1:30 p.m.

Does history shape personality? Does memory
reconstitute personal history? Is there value in
nostalgia? Such questions and others will be engaged
in a recollection of and a reflection about the effects
of the formative years of the new state of Israel on
a young Israeli whose personality was formed during
those years.

Gilead Morahg is Professor Emeritus of Hebrew Literature at UW–Madison, and the
founding director of the Mosse/Weinstein Center for Jewish Studies. He is a recipient of
the Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Teaching and has served as Chairman of the
Department of Hebrew and Semitic Studies and as President of the National Association
of Professors of Hebrew. Among his publications are: “Confronting the Other: New
Images of Arabs in Israeli Literature;” “Breaking Silence: Israel’s New Fiction of the
Holocaust;” “Outraged Humanism: The Fiction of A. B. Yehoshua;” and over fifty other
studies and essays on contemporary Israeli literature.
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FILM: FOUR SEASONS LODGE
Four Seasons Lodge
Tuesday, July 10, 3:30 p.m.

USA, 97 minutes, color
Directed by Andrew Jacobs
Haunted by the past but driven
by an unquenchable passion for
living, an aging group of Holocaust
survivors gathers each summer at
an idyllic hideaway in the Catskills,
where they savor tightly bonded
friendships, find new love and
celebrate their survival.
Directed by New York Times
journalist Andrew Jacobs, with
the legendary Albert Maysles
(Gimme Shelter, Grey Gardens)
contributing cinematography, Four
Seasons Lodge is an inspiring and
surprisingly funny documentary
that captures what may be the
final season for a remarkable tribe
of survivors who have found that
dancing, laughter, and late-night
revelry may be the best revenge.
Kelly Sheehan, Executive Producer, will introduce the film and moderate a post-film
discussion.
Kelly Sheehan is a long-time producer of documentary film and television projects.
At Rainlake Productions, she guides the development, production, distribution and
marketing efforts for independent feature documentaries that are televised and screened
worldwide. Recent films include the acclaimed feature documentary Crossing Arizona
(2006, The Cinema Guild), which premiered in competition at the 2006 Sundance Film
Festival and was broadcast on Sundance Channel, and Follow My Voice with the Music
of Hedwig (2006, Wolfe Video), produced in association with Sundance Channel and
featuring John Cameron Mitchell, Yoko Ono, Rufus Wainright and others. Working with
director Nathaniel Kahn, Sheehan also developed the Academy Award-nominated feature
documentary My Architect, released in 2003 by New Yorker Films and HBO.
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ABSTRACTS
Jonathan Pollack, MATC, UW–Madison
The Old Neighborhood, Upward Mobility, and
American Judaism
Wednesday, July 11, 9:00 a.m.

American Jews’ nostalgic longing for the close and
complete community of the Lower East Side is welldocumented. However, how nostalgic were Jews in other
communities? To what extent did a Jewish community’s
size shape the intensity of nostalgia for its past? In what
ways did American Jewish families’ upward mobility
contend with nostalgic feelings, and even the traditional
Jewish need for close-knit neighborhoods? This talk will
examine the simultaneous creation of nostalgia for urban
Jewish life and the development of “Jewish suburbs.”
Jonathan Z. S. Pollack earned a PhD in History from the University of Wisconsin–
Madison, and has taught at Madison Area Technical College since 1998. He has been an
Honorary Fellow at UW-Madison’s Institute for Research in the Humanities since 2007,
and he joined the Center for Jewish Studies this year. His research focuses on the history
of Jewish life in the Midwest.

Left: Luna Park, Brooklyn.
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ABSTRACTS
Panel: Growing Up in Jewish Brooklyn
Moderator: Ave Butensky ‘55
Wednesday, July 11, 10:45 a.m.

Brooklyn, New York was the ultimate mosaic for the many Jewish immigrants fleeing
from Eastern Europe in the early 1900s. It was a sharp clash of cultures where European
Jewish customs faded away, to be replaced by an Americanization of thought and
custom. Brooklyn, with origins going back to the earliest Dutch Settlers, eventually
became the home of the Charlotte Russe, The Trolley, Stick Ball, Luna Park, Ebbetts
Field, Ocean Parkway and a language so easily traceable to the bowels of Flatbush.
Growing up in this culture clash, with a large Jewish presence, one would find a
kaleidoscope that blended the times of war, the Depression, the coming of age, and an
evolving Jewish culture. It was an exciting, vibrant time of growing up in a lifestyle that
has since evaporated. This session will revisit the many moving parts of the Brooklyn
Jewish connection of the twentieth century.

Panelists
Ave Butensky ‘55, Past President of Viacom’s Program Group, Television Bureau of
Advertising and The International Radio & Television Society. Butensky’s is a classic
success story. He began his career in the mailroom of the Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
ad agency in New York. He rose through the ranks to become the agency’s senior vice
president and president of its Program Syndication Services division.
Mort Altholz was born and raised in Brooklyn (in the area called East NY, aka the home
of “Murder Inc.”). He came to Wisconsin in 1950 and married Lori Shapiro in 1955. He
worked in the graphic arts printing industry, serving such clients as the New York Times.
Roy S. Dombro grew up in Brooklyn, earned his BS in Chemistry at Brooklyn College
in 1954 and went on to earn the MS and PhD in Biochemistry at UW–Madison (1954
and 1956). His career has taken him to a number of distinguished medical schools.
He now lives in Seattle, where he enjoys spending time with his family, including four
grandchildren, and volunteers as an advocate for abused and neglected children.
Harriet Rosenberg was born in Brooklyn and studied speech, theater, education and
administration at Brooklyn College. She worked as an elementary school teacher and as
a teacher’s union representative. She volunteers extensively and enjoys spending time
with her two children and six grandchildren.
The Honorable Gerard H. Rosenberg, retired Justice of the New York State Supreme
Court, earned a BS from UW–Madison and a JD from Brooklyn Law School. He spent
much of his career in Brooklyn.
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ABSTRACTS
Suzanne Wasserman, Gotham Center for New York
City History/CUNY Graduate Center
The Good Old Days of Poverty
Wednesday, July 11, 1:30 p.m.

The “good old days of poverty” is a line from the American-Jewish
writer Anzia Yezierska’s 1919 award-winning short story, “The Fat
of the Land.” The phrase became the title of Wasserman’s 1990
dissertation, which examined the Jewish and Italian population that
remained out of necessity and desire on New York’s Lower East Side
between the World Wars—a period in which Jewish nostalgia first
blossomed on the Lower East Side. This presentation will examine the
interwar period and feature two of Wasserman’s short films that deal
with issues of Jewish memory and nostalgia: Brooklyn: Among the
Ruins (2005) and Sweatshop Cinderella (2010).
Suzanne Wasserman is an historian and award-winning filmmaker. She has a BA
from the University of Wisconsin–Madison and a PhD in American History from New
York University. She is the Director of the Gotham Center for New York City History
at the City University of New York, Graduate Center. Wasserman lectures, writes, and
consults about New York City history, especially the history of the Lower East Side. She
has published widely on topics such as the Great Depression, Jewish nostalgia, housing,
restaurant culture, tourism, pushcart peddling, silent films, 19th century saloons, and
21st century street fairs. She is the co-author of Life on the Lower East Side, 19371950: Photographs by Rebecca Lepkoff (Princeton Architectural Press, 2006) which is in
its third printing. Her films include Thunder in Guyana, Brooklyn among the Ruins, and
Sweatshop Cinderella; her forthcoming films include Meat Hooked! and Children and
Their Discontents.
Further Reading
• Jackson, Kenneth T., ed. Encyclopedia of NYC. Yale University Press, 2nd Edition, 2010.
• Henriksen, Louise Levitas. Anzia Yezierska: A Writer’s Life. Rutgers University Press, 1988.
• Wallace, Mike and Edwin T. Burrows. Gotham: A History of NYC to 1898. Oxford University Press,
1999.
• Wasserman, Suzanne. “Re-creating Recreations on the Lower East Side: Restaurants, Cafes and
Coffee houses in the 1930s” in Remembering the Lower East Side. Indiana University Press, 2000.
• Life on the Lower East Side: Photographs by Rebecca Lepkoff, 1938- 1950, co-edited by Peter Dans
and Suzanne Wasserman. Princeton Architectural Press, 2006; paperback 2010.
• Wasserman, Suzanne “Hawking and Gawking: Peddling and Markets in New York City,” Gastropolis:
Food and New York. Columbia University Press, November, 2008.
• Yezierska, Anzia. Bread Givers. Persea Books, 1975.
• Yezierska, Anzia. Hungry Hearts and Other Stories. Persea Books, 1985.
• Yesierska, Anzia. Red Ribbon on a White Horse. Persea Press, 1981.
• http://gothamcenter.org/cinderella/
• www.brookylnamongtheruins.com
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CONCERT: YID VICIOUS
Yid Vicious concert
Memorial Union Terrace
Wednesday, July 11, 4:00 p.m.
Yid Vicious has been engaging and delighting audiences throughout the Midwest
since 1995. The group has released four CDs and has received numerous Madison Area
Music Awards for its unique blend of traditional and contemporary klezmer. Yid Vicious
is committed to keeping traditional klezmer music and dance alive, and collaborates
frequently with internationally renowned klezmer dance instructor Steve Weintraub.
Yid Vicious has presented concerts, workshops, and clinics around the Midwest, on
television, and on international tours.
Please note: Memorial Union is currently under construction, and parking is limited.
See http://unionreinvestment.wisc.edu/ for more information.
Dinner will follow the concert at UW-Hillel (611 Langdon Street) at 5:30 p.m.

Yid Vicious (photo courtesy of Kia Karlen).

Dancing at Greenfield Summer Institute 2011 (photograph by Kesha Weber).
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ABSTRACTS
Aleisa Fishman, United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
Memory and Holocaust Education
Thursday, July 12, 9:00 a.m.
Since opening in 1993, the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum has been a leader,
bringing together Holocaust education and memorialization. This lecture discusses the
delicate balance of remembering the past and educating for the future.

Aleisa Fishman is a historian at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in
Washington D.C., where she works on numerous programs that explore the history of
the Holocaust and how that history remains relevant. As part of the Museum’s efforts
to address contemporary antisemitism, she curates the Museum’s audio podcast series
Voices on Antisemitism. These interviews with a variety of distinguished leaders of
different backgrounds aim to raise awareness about the continuing threats of hatred and
antisemitism in our world today. A member of the Museum’s founding staff, Dr. Fishman
received her PhD in American History from American University.

United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
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ABSTRACTS
Closing Roundtable Discussion
Simone Schweber and Michael Bernard-Donals, UW–Madison
Thursday, July 12, 10:45 a.m.
This concluding session will take up the questions touched upon in this week’s lectures,
and begin to draw some tentative conclusions on the themes of memory and nostalgia,
considering how they work in the creation of Jewish history, Jewish mythology, American
Jewish life and culture, and even the very culture of the Greenfield Summer Institute.
Professors Bernard-Donals and Schweber will briefly present their understanding
of these and other issues, and lead a discussion among the institute’s participants.
Professors Bernard-Donals and Schweber, who both write about the role of Holocaust
memory in shaping Jewish and Jewish-American culture, will briefly describe how
their research touches upon the week’s themes and close the institute in a memorable
fashion.
Michael Bernard-Donals has been writing and teaching
about the Holocaust in the context of Jewish Studies since
the mid-1990s. Beginning with a paper on the effectiveness
of the movie Schindler’s List as a vehicle for teaching about
the Shoah, he’s written and taught courses on testimonies,
fiction and graphic novels, memorials and museums, and
the ethics of teaching about the Holocaust. Along with a
number of published books about the Holocaust and Holocaust
representation, he’s working on two projects at the moment.
The first is about the ethics, rhetoric, and politics of memory
during the construction of the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum in the 1980s and 1990s; and the second
is about the Jewish rhetorical tradition from antiquity to the
present.

Simone Schweber received a PhD in education
from Stanford University and a BA in art history from
Swarthmore College. She is the author of Making Sense of
the Holocaust: Lessons from Classroom Practice (Teacher
College Press, 2004), which studies teaching and learning
about the Holocaust in public high school classrooms. She is
the Goodman Associate Professor of Education and Jewish
Studies at the University of Wisconsin–Madison.
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DINING
There are many great options for lunch and dinner on or near the UW–Madison campus.
The cafeteria in Grainger Hall is open for lunch; food includes sandwiches and salads.
Food carts on Library Mall (at the end of State Street, next to the University Bookstore
and Memorial Library) offer a wide range of cuisines, which can be eaten outside on the
Mall or taken inside to Memorial Union.
The new Union South, just down University Avenue to the west of Grainger Hall, features
several cafeteria-style restaurants that serve lunch and dinner:
Urban Slice (pizza)
The Sett (pub food)
Prairie Fire (coffee/wine bar)

Harvest Grains (soup and sandwiches)
Ginger Root (Asian fusion)
Daily Scoop (ice cream)

A few of our favorite restaurants with vegetarian menu items are listed below:
Aldo Cafe (cafe fare) and
Steenbock’s on Orchard (fine dining)
Wisconsin Institutes for Discovery
330 N. Orchard St., 608.316.4300
Buraka (Ethiopian)
543 State St., 608.255.3646
Chautara (Nepalese)
334 State St., 608.251.3626
Chipotle (Mexican)
658 State St., 608.250.4613

Great Dane (brew pub)
123 E. Doty St., 608.284.0000
Himal Chuli (Nepalese)
318 State St., 608.251.9225
Kabul (Afghani)
541 State St., 608.256.6322
Mediterranean Cafe (lunch only)
625 State St., 608.251.8510
Rising Sons Deli (Laotian and Thai)
617 State St., 608.661.4334

Cafe O at Hillel serves kosher food. It is located on the first floor of the Barbara
Hochberg Center for Jewish Student Life, 611 Langdon Street.
More information about campus-area restaurants is available at:
http://visitdowntownmadison.com/.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Sunday, July 22: A Biselle KlezKamp (Mayrent Institute for Yiddish
Culture)
http://mayrentinstitute.wisc.edu/a-biselle-klezkamp/
Tuesday, July 31: Jewish Museum Milwaukee lecture: “Yiddish Culture and
Music” with Henry Sapoznik
http://www.jewishmuseummilwaukee.org
Thursday, September 13: Jewish Museum Milwaukee lecture:
“Immigration and Labor Unions in Jewish America” with Tony Michels
http://www.jewishmuseummilwaukee.org
Wednesday, October 10, 2012: Saul Olyan, Brown University (Mosse/
Weinstein Center for Jewish Studies Tobias Lecture)
http://jewishstudies.wisc.edu/
Thursday, October 25, 4:00 pm: Udi Greenberg, Dartmouth University
(Mosse/Weinstein Center for Jewish Studies Schrag Lecture)
http://jewishstudies.wisc.edu/
April 9–12, 2013: Conney Conference for Jewish Arts (Mosse/Weinstein
Center for Jewish Studies)

Engage with Jewish Studies
• Download our lecture podcasts on iTunes U (see
http://jewishstudies.wisc.edu/events/podcasts/ for details)
• Follow our students as they blog about their five-week
archaeological dig in Israel with UW Professor Jeff Blakely at
http://jewishstudies.wisc.edu/dig/
• Sign up for our e-newsletter to stay up-to-date on programs
and events at http://jewishstudies.wisc.edu/
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CAMPUS MAP

DISTANCES:
Grainger Hall to Memorial Union: 0.4 miles
Memorial Union to UW Hillel: 0.3 miles
DoubleTree Hotel to Grainger Hall: 0.7 miles
Dahlmann Campus Inn to Grainger Hall: 0.5 miles
Capitol Square to Grainger Hall: 1.4 miles
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BUS ROUTES
Madison Metro Transit operates several free bus routes on the UW campus. Routes 80
and 85 provide daytime and evening service. Both are currently detoured, but will still
serve Greenfield Summer Institute venues. For more information about these and other
campus and city routes, see http://mymetrobus.com.
ROUTE 80
Route 80 runs every 10–15 minutes
from 6:20 a.m. to 5:15 p.m., and then
approximately every 45 minutes from
5:15 p.m. to 12:35 a.m.
Catch Route 80 buses at open stops on
Lake, Langdon or Park streets.

ROUTE 85
Route 85 runs every 10 minutes
from 7:05 a.m. to 5:45 p.m.
Catch Route 85 buses at stops:
#0088 on Langdon St near
Memorial Union
#0070 on Park St near Lathrop Dr.
#0100 or #0234 along University
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SPECIAL THANKS TO:
Ros Greenfield
Michael Bernard-Donals
Laurie Silverberg
Kesha Weber
Allison Bloom
Courtney Becks
Ave Butensky
Nancy Zucker
Wisconsin Alumni Association
Andy Richardson
Lisa Kaufman
Lindsey Honeyager
Maggie Carroll
Mary DeFranco
Sharon Langer
Kia Karlen and Yid Vicious
The Wisconsin Union Directorate
Greenfield Summer Institute Committee:
Michael Bernard-Donals, Rachel Brenner,
Jeremy Hutton, and Simone Schweber

SAVE THE DATE!
July 14–18, 2013

14th Annual
Greenfield Summer Institute

Mosse/Weinstein Center for Jewish Studies
University of Wisconsin—Madison
108 Ingraham Hall
1155 Observatory Drive
Madison, WI 53706
608.265.4763
events-lectures@cjs.wisc.edu

